Chapter 1: How Our First Hoop Came to Be
When the two of us set out to create our first Red Lodge Women’s Hoop on Vashon Island,
Washington, we wanted to bridge a deeply felt gap.
For many summers, we had shared in creating Woman’s Way Long Dance, a weeklong spiritual
retreat where women are empowered to focus on their own soul’s growth, and the mysteries of
being a woman are given free expression through song, ceremony and dance.

In our experience, when women come together to evoke the sacred feminine, an amazingly fertile,
creative power is awakened in each of us. This fertile power opens up our intuition. It is linked
with the moon cycles and the mystery of women’s blood. We are the ones who bleed without
dying. Recognizing this, many indigenous cultures created moon lodges, special places for
women to gather during their menstrual cycle. Tapping into this creative power is woman’s
birthright. It is a force that has guided the growth of civilizations for millennia. When a woman
remembers and touches into this body-blessed power, an inner knowing that springs from the
center of her being, she is no longer satisfied with surface pleasures alone.
Many years ago, each of us had touched into the magic of co-creating with women from this
deep place. For years, Mary was part of a women’s Moon Lodge on Vashon. The circle met
monthly on each full moon to create ceremony, nurture and explore woman’s power and intuitive
wisdom, honor the natural connection of woman’s body with Earth’s cycles and seasons and
journey together into greater spiritual awareness. In her twenties in Berkeley, California, Kristina
studied the herstory of women’s art and dreamsharing and loved hiking into the hills on the full
moon to sing and drum with many women. At forty, alone inside a Moon Lodge at a large
women’s gathering, she was awed to feel ancestral blessings flow in to bless the baby growing in
her womb. For each of us, Long Dance was part of a lifelong continuum to reclaim a way of living
that resonates deeply with our woman’s souls.
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And coming home from Long Dance each summer, we experienced a gap. For here at home, the
power of being a woman is often subdued, and not so easy to access in the rhythms of daily life.
In our consumer-based, media-driven culture, women often feel too busy and/or isolated,
unseen for who they really are, unheard, and aching for something not easily translated into
words. We wanted to bridge the gulf between the surface chatter lifestyle and what women
intuitively know about listening inside to connect deeply with life. We wanted to weave an
ongoing web that connects women who love nature and spirit and seek to live from their core
while cooperatively building community.
In January of 2006, two young women on Vashon came to us asking for our older women’s
wisdom. They had both attended Long Dance as teenagers and been deeply moved by a
ceremony to welcome them into womanhood. Now, these beautiful young women were growing
into their twenties, well aware of the gap. They sought guidance in how to create sacred time in
their daily life, lasting friendships that honor and nourish connections between elders and
young women, and a sense of belonging and unfolding their gifts within the rhythms of the
natural world.
Bless them for asking! What emerged, inspired by spirit, was our first hoop - a nine- month
journey, shared by women from ages 16 to 64. We met once a month with 13 women, mirroring
woman’s innate link to the 13-moon cycle. Meeting for 9 months was another mirror, allowing time
to bond, to grow and birth new aspects of ourselves.
We offered our first hoop as a service project of Woman’s Way Red Lodge, a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to enliven the sacred feminine and honor deeply all life, as we
serve our world. Within that hoop, sisterhood blossomed. Many of us found inner peace and
grew clearer how we could be of service to our community and Mother Earth. This handbook is
our way of sharing with you the fruits of that blossoming.
We envision millions of women around the planet weaving similar hoops, wisely adapted to serve
their own unique communities. May this handbook inspire you to join us!
- Kristina Turner and Mary G.L. Shackelford, 2010
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Chapter 2: Designing Your Hoop
Set Your Intentions
What do you dream could grow from bringing women in your town together in a spiritual hoop?
Do you envision a sacred, safe space where women of different ages, family backgrounds and
cultures can connect to their inner wisdom and each other? Do you see your hoop empowering
teens, mothers and/or crones? What do you imagine your hoop could bring into women’s lives?
The intentions you set for your hoop will help it to manifest in the best way possible.
In a clear time and place where you can focus, tune in to your own spiritual mentors and guides
and ask for inspiration. You may want to write down your intentions. Or, gather natural materials
and create a mandala on Mother Earth that reflects your intentions. Ask spirit for blessings on
your hoop. Listen for inspirations. Offer your thanks.

You may receive a vision in a dream or

meditation about your hoop. Open to
what the universe is ready to bring into
your community through this hoop.
Trust your way.

Envision how many women will be in your
hoop. Trust the number that springs to
your heart. For ease and mutual support,
consider co-facilitating with another
woman. Our original hoop was 13, including
2 facilitators. With 13 full moons in a year,
this number has ancient meaning for
women, whose lives are linked to moon
cycles. Thirteen can squeeze comfortably
into a living room or fill up a rented meeting
space. Our experience with 13 was that this
was a full circle. We asked for a
commitment to come every time; some
inevitably needed to miss meetings, yet the
circle was always full. On the following
page is a list of 13 intentions generated by a gathering of hoop facilitators. Perhaps these might
further spark your intentions.
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Intentions for Red Lodge Hoops (from a facilitator group brainstorming):
1.

Bring together women from diverse walks of life to experience sacred circle and intergenerational
mentoring relationships.

2.

Drum, sing and share beloved woman’s way traditions and create openings to discover and tap into
our deep spiritual selves.

3.

Mentor by modeling vibrant, healthy presence.

4. Find connectedness in community as we model and share purposeful living, in tune with the unfolding
seasons, bringing spirit into daily life.
5.

Create safe, sacred space where each woman’s intentions for the hoop are welcomed, every voice is
heard and confidentiality is honored.

6.

Discover commonality in our spiritual expression and encourage each woman to explore the path that
works for her. Explore going beyond the boundaries of traditional teachings.

7.

Offer ways for women to give and receive safe, nurturing touch.

8.

Be a resource to connect women to Red Lodge herstory, programs and events.

9.

Model leadership that balances form and spontaneity. Offer a framework of deeply meaningful
activities and invite women to step into creative collaboration.

10. Model and share how to create sacred ceremonies that heal and recharge us while going beyond the
need for lots of words or story.
11.

Encourage women to empower themselves by creating their own personal ceremonies within the hoop.

12. Offer mutual support and interactive communication between women facilitating hoops, using the
Weaving the Hoop Handbook as a common resource and encouraging each other to adapt and evolve
hoop formats to meet our needs.
13. Offer Weaving the Hoop in many communities and explore the power of hoops happening
simultaneously.
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Flow with the Seasons
The season in which you begin your hoop will naturally influence the flow of your gatherings.
Our original 9-month hoop began in March, skipped August and ended in December. This was a
good flow. As the seeds of getting to know one another took root in Spring, we shared what
brought us together and honored our ancestors and mentors. As flowers bloomed we made a
medicine wheel and gifted each other bouquets. When the weather warmed, we met outdoors,
grounding our connections by drumming, singing and dancing on the Earth.
In July, we built a sacred fire, fed each other
summer’s fruits and told fireside stories. In autumn,
we came back indoors to harvest the bounty of our
hoop by co-creating ceremonies to honor each
woman’s growth. Our closing Giveaway Ceremony in
December birthed us into the stillness of winter to
integrate all we had done together. Whatever season
you begin your hoop, take time to reflect how
nature’s flow will work with you.
Create From This Handbook
We encourage you to use this handbook to plan your hoop journey much as you would a
cookbook to plan a scrumptious meal.
- In Chapter 3, you’ll learn how to connect your hoop to Red Lodge
- In Chapter 4, you’ll find a possible recipe for your first hoop meeting.
- In Chapters 5 through 10, you’ll find ideas for hoop meeting flows. Trust your own inner
wisdom and Mother Nature to guide you to use or adapt any of these ideas to map your
hoop’s unfolding journey.
- Chapter 11 describes a Giveaway Ceremony that offers a soulful way to conclude your
journey together (or, to pause before beginning another cycle).
- Chapters 12 and 13 include Poetry and Songsheets referred to in each hoop meeting flow.
- Chapter 14 offers Suggested Readings – including some you may want to copy to handout
- The Appendix has Red Lodge materials to help you sign up as a Hoop Facilitator and
share Red Lodge resources with your hoop sisters.
Next Steps

A sample outline of our original hoop is on the following page. Once you have an outline
or good sense of how your hoop journey will flow, go on to Chapter 3 to learn the
benefits of connecting your hoop to Red Lodge.
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Weaving the Hoop 9-Month Journey – Sample Outline
March - Weaving the Center of our Circle - Where I Sit is Holy - Bring something from Nature
near your home to put in the center. Share who each of us is. Sing names. Create Group
Agreements. Share what we intend & desire from this circle. Phone/e-mail list (encourage a walk
or tea together between meetings). Songs: Changing Woman; Neesa, Neesa, Neesa, Woman Am I
April - Honoring our Mentors & Ancestors - River of Birds in Migration - Angeles Arien 4
Directions. Check in about the shape of your blossom - readiness to open. Mentors and
ancestors from many traditions and life forms are here with us. Guided meditation to experience
the evolution of beings that came before and live within us - float blossoms in a bowl of water as
we speak their names. Songs: All These Things and More; Oh Grandmother Hear us Calling;

Sister Song

May - Light the Fire, Listen to the Drum, Witness Our Beauty - Sacred Fire of Beltane - Bring
each other bouquets. Outdoor fire with singing and drumming together. Each woman takes a
turn drumming from her core, with the group responding in drumming. Gift bouquets - one at a
time, each woman chooses another to gift a bouquet, speaking words she wishes to hear. Many

songs: Tower of Strength; Woman of Radiance; Earth, Air, Fire, Water; Mother I Feel You
Under My Feet and more!

June - Medicine Wheel as Guide - Call in Directions - Guided meditation to meet a mentor in one
of the Directions. Small groups meet in each Direction to share and create. Each group shares
the essence of that Direction with the whole group (in song, skit, prayer, movement, etc).

Songs: Grandmother Song; Women Gather Together; Sister Song
July - Our Deeper Longings - Deep Down Inside - Summer’s heartfire - give and receive touch
and sweetness by an outdoor fire. Threesomes: one footwasher, one tender head-soother, one
receiver holds prayer stick to channel deep longings that rise up. Raspberries, blueberries,

strawberries and chocolate! Read initiation story from Leaving Mother Lake by Yang Erche
Namu. Share what each of us longs for and where that longing lives inside us. Burn prayer sticks
in the fire. Plant seeds of inspiration for Red Tent in September meeting. Songs: Deep Down

Inside; Walk in Beauty; The Ocean Refuses No River; Listen, Listen, Listen
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August - Beach picnic - informal meeting with spontaneous sharing about relationships
September - Inside the Red Tent - Womb Lodge - Wear red and bring red. Create simple and
beautiful Red Tent together with scarves, cloth, flowers, candles, yarn, prayer ties. Check- in by
creating a group story—each woman sharing a phrase or sentence at a time about her month/
her self. Rest deeply in a womblike trance while being sung to. Red Thread connecting
ceremony. Songs: By a Woman You Were Born; We Began in Womb; Let it in Let it Go; In the

Heart of my Womb Lies My Power
October - Creating Sacred Ceremony - Enter the completion phase of our 9 month hoop by
making space for individual women to create personal ceremonies in the context of the hoop.
Examples: Blessing Home as Sanctuary (includes sharing food and blessings) and Finding

Unity: Healing Broken Trust. Songs: May the Love We’re Sharing Spread It’s Wings; Women

Gather Together; Red Lodge Hearth Song
November - Creating Sacred Ceremony (continued) - Open with Kabbalah Tree of Life Prayer.
Examples of ceremonies: Walking on a Path to Crone; Releasing an old Name; Travel Musings.
Close with the Elm Dance. Email Hoop Evaluation Form to hoop members 2 weeks after this
meeting, with request to fill in and bring to our last gathering. Songs: Sings Our Favorites!
December - Sacred Ceremonies and Giveaway - Open by calling the 7 Directions and sing

Give it all Away. Examples of ceremonies: Honoring Self Ceremony; Healing Abortion; Claiming
Receptivity. Followed by Giveaway Ceremony (each hoop members brings a gift she created to
give a hoop sister without knowing who will receive it). Giveaway happens in pairs or threesomes,
in the 4 directions, then we unite in a closing circle to sing and release directions. Songs: Give it

All Away; Our Magic is our Giveaway
Blessings on Your Journey! This sample hoop outline is shared with Hoop Facilitators to inspire
your own musings. We encourage you to dream on what elements you might keep and what in the
natural course of evolving your own community hoop, you might change.

Instead of handing out a 9-month outline to hoop participants in the beginning, we suggest
allowing the unfolding Mystery to be a surprise. Then, in preparation for your last hoop

meeting, write up your own 9-month journey in a similar outline and e-mail to your hoop sisters
with December’s letter so they can reflect on where you have come together.

Based on a Woman’s Way Red Lodge Hoop created on Vashon, 2007
By Mary G.L. Shackelford and Kristina Turner
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Chapter 3: Join with Red Lodge
Synergy and Blessings
OK. We know it is entirely possible you will be excited to run with some of the ideas in this
handbook, create your own hoop and not feel the need to connect in more with Red Lodge.
That’s fine. Truly. We are excited for our ideas to spark other women’s creations.
And, for those of you who seek the richest experience of group synergy and all the blessings
that come with being part of a growing network of soul-centered women, men and families, we
invite you to become a Red Lodge member and connect the women in your hoop with Red Lodge
resources.

It’s easy to join Red Lodge:
 Simply go to our website at www.wwrl.org and sign-up online
 Or, fill in and mail the Join Red Lodge form in the Appendix
You will receive our quarterly newsletter, announcements of upcoming events and a free copy of
our CD, Moonsongs for the Goddess Soul. Tax-deductible membership fees support our 501
(c)3 non-profit as we offer resources like this handbook and continue to bring powerful
expressions of the sacred feminine into our communities.
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Becoming a Red Lodge Hoop Facilitator
To offer your hoop as a service project of Red Lodge, you must first become a member of Red
Lodge. To join, go to www.wwrl.org and click on Become a Member. Then, fill in and send the
Hoop Facilitator Agreement (see Appendix: Red Lodge Materials) to: weavinghoops@wwrl.org
Our Flyer Weaves Grandmother’s Web
In the Appendix of this handbook, you will
also find a sample flyer calling women to a
nine month hoop. Women are hungry for
the connection offered through this flyer
by Grandmother Spider. Feel free to
adapt some of the ideas from our flyer to
create your own, using your own unique
words and design. You may not, however,
use the Red Lodge logo or call your hoop
a service project of Red Lodge unless you
join and send in a Hoop Facilitator
Agreement.
If you become a Red Lodge Hoop Facilitator, we can create a flyer for you using a template and
inserting your details. If you want us to insert a different photo, you must have permission to use
the photo (important, it cannot, for legal reasons, be an image simply copied from the internet
or a book). See Create Your Flyer form in Appendix. Important, as we are a volunteer
organization, allow us a few weeks to create your flyer. One month or more before you need to
post flyers, send your logistical info to be included on the flyer to: weavinghoops@wwrl.org
Weaving the Larger Hoop of Red Lodge
Red Lodge will be present at every hoop meeting, shining through your enthusiasm and passion
for sharing woman’s way tools as you connect from your heart and soul with the women who
answer your call. Thank you for being you!
From your very first hoop meeting, we encourage you to take these simple steps to
share Red Lodge resources and connect women in your hoop with Red Lodge.
(For Red Lodge Materials you can print and have on hand, see Appendix):
 Invite women to sign the mailing list sheet so they can receive our Red Lodge
newsletters/announcements
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 Bring copies of the Red Lodge Introduction, 15 Principles and a sample Moonsongs
CD and CD order forms
 Announce upcoming Red Lodge events, including drum circles, sweat lodges,
workshops and Medicine Wheel Gatherings
 Go the website and print beautiful sample issues of recent newsletters to inspire
women to subscribe online
 Tell women why you are a member of Red Lodge
 Encourage women to visit www.wwrl.org and check out the calendar of Red Lodge
events throughout the year
 At each meeting, set out a Hearth Jar to collect donations for the Red Lodge Hearth
Fund (Weaving the Hoop is a service project of WWRL, funded entirely by participants
donations – for more info, see Appendix: Finances and Budget).
Thank you for joining us. We are immensely grateful for the groundswell
of women and men, elders and youth
aligning with our purpose:

To enliven the sacred feminine,
Honor deeply all life,
As we serve our world
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